
Tree Health & Resilience 
GET THE MESSAGE







Shhhh… we’re in purdah.



The critical challenge of communications 
for social, political and environmental 

change is competitive headspace.





So to cut through, you need to be creative.



CAN YOU SEE THE LANDMINES?

THEY CAN’T EITHER.

GIVE NOW AND SAVE LIVES.

Children running down a path 
in Luau, Angola. On both sides, 
there are landmines.









In communications for social good, it’s 
about much more than price, product 

and promise. 
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Values and goals
Our values are related to our goals—another way of 
measuring and categorising the things we strive for in our 
lives. Goals can also be grouped on a circumplex according  
to the compatibilities and conflicts between them.[21] Two 
of these groupings—intrinsic and extrinsic—are particularly 
important, and have also been found to recur across cultures.[22]

The distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic goals is 
similar to that between self-transcendence and self-
enhancement values. The two categorisations are not 
completely interchangeable, but for the sake of simplicity  
we will combine the two concepts into ‘intrinsic values’ and  
extrinsic values.’ Extrinsic values are centred on external 
approval or rewards; intrinsic values on more inherently 
rewarding pursuits.

HOW VALUES WORK

‘ EXAMPLES
AFFILIATION TO FRIENDS & FAMILY

CONNECTION WITH NATURE
CONCERN FOR OTHERS

SELF-ACCEPTANCE
SOCIAL JUSTICE

CREATIVITY

INTRINSIC
VALUES THAT 

ARE INHERENTLY 
REWARDING TO PURSUE

EXTRINSIC
VALUES THAT ARE 

CENTRED ON EXTERNAL 
APPROVAL OR REWARDS 

EXAMPLES
WEALTH

MATERIAL SUCCESS
CONCERN ABOUT IMAGE

SOCIAL STATUS
PRESTIGE

SOCIAL POWER
AUTHORITY
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A Guide to Values and Frames for Campaigners, Community  

Organisers, Civil Servants, Fundraisers, Educators, Social 

Entrepreneurs, Activists, Funders, Politicians, and  

everyone in between.

THECOMMONCAUSEHANDBOOK



Tree Health Communications



HELLO AUTUMN? 



Lesson one:  
We don’t have an information 

deficit problem.







We’re all at it… 
Forestry Commission & Forest Research, FERA, 

Defra, Plant Health Service, ICF, Cumbria Woodlands, 
The ObservaTree partnership, Woodland Trust, 

National Trust, Open Air Laboratories (Imperial), Dept 
of Agriculture (NI), FutureTrees Trust, John Innes 

Centre, UEA, Tree Council, The Living Ash Project, The 
Sainsbury Laboratory, Norwich Research Park, 

Natural England, The Wildlife Trusts,Arboricultural 
Association, Be Plant Wise, RHS, CLA… and many 

many more!



Lesson two:  
We do need to know why we’re 

communicating. What’s the call to action?



STOP IT SPOT IT

REPORT IT TACKLE IT



Lesson Three:  
… because we can’t create fear 

without agency.





Language



Lesson Four:  
There is no such thing as the ‘general public’. 
Know your audience and frame your message.
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Recommendation: The segments are refined into a 
preferred set of audiences with dedicated messaging 
and communications plans prepared; where possible 
it is also recommended that we reach our to each 
of these segments through our partners whenever 
possible (e.g. reach RHS members through the RHS) 
rather than attempting to set up a parallel dialogue 
with them. This will be a strong fit with the partnership 
campaign model.

3. Audience segmentation 

Tree and plant health issues have gained significant 
coverage over the last two to three years and, as a result,  
the partnership is very well placed to leverage increased 
public awareness to drive behaviour change. It could 
be argued that, for an engaged audience, much of the 
awareness raising has been done and that now the 
challenge is stimulating action and shifting behaviour.

In researching previous communications, the study team 
has identified six audience segments (three public, three 
professional), which it is felt the most fruitful communications 
can be directed. These are, for the public:

–  Greenfingers (e.g. RHS members, amateur gardeners, 
allotment holders)

–  Go Outdoors (e.g. walkers, cyclists & runners, active 
sports and adventurers)

–  Biophiles (environmental campaigners, NGO supporters, 
nature charity members, volunteers)

The above segments make a good deal of sense, particularly 
in review of our ‘Citizen Science’ efforts around tree and 
plant health, where a really innovative and dynamic push 
has been made to engage a mass public in spotting and 
reporting diseased trees. This has been welcome, but has 
resulted in widespread misreporting. As one interviewee 
put it, ‘some people don’t know the difference between ash 
dieback and autumn’. For the next phase of communications 
it is recommended that we engage with a warmer and more 
informed set of audiences, where preferable through their 
own networks or organisations.

PROFESSIONAL >

LANDED

IMPORT & EXPORT

GO OUTDOORS

TREE PEOPLE

CHAINSAWS

BIOPHILES

GREEN FINGERSRHS members

Amateur gardeners

Allotment holders

Environmentalists

Woodland wildlife & NT members

Volunteers

Nature lovers

Birders

Active sports

Cyclists, runners

Dog walkers

Sawmills and processors

Confor membership

Tree surgeons

Trade bodies

Nurseries

Garden centres

Community forests

Landscape architects

Tree wardens

Forest owners

Land agents

Landowners & estates

Port authorities

Import companies

HMRC

Construction sector

Timber and forestry contractors

< PUBLIC

Local authorities/rangers

Walkers, ramblers

And professionally:

–  Chainsaws (e.g. timber & forestry contractors,  
Confor members, sawmills, processing, trade bodies  
and training bodies)

–  Landed (e.g. forest owners, agents, landowners  
& estates, rangers and local authorities)

–  Tree People (e.g. Nurseries, garden centres, urban tree 
surgeons, landscape gardeners & architects, local  
tree wardens, community forests) 

–  Import & Export (e.g. port authorities, construction  
sector, import companies, HMRC)



Lesson Five:  
Latin is not our friend, but social media is.









So who’s got it right?















… and some were not so good.



Resilience





Climate change is a 
‘cut through’ issue 
for the public

Why resilience is a perfect 
frame for tree health

We can have agency - 
all of us… there is 
something we can do.

Communicates the social, 
environmental and 
economic importance of 
trees and forestry

A leverage for 
demands to plant more 
and manage better…



It means we will have to look 
again at our landscapes.



What’s wrong with this picture?





Shift Happens 
The socio-political context for resilience

















Graphene Applications
TECHNICAL DATA SHEETS



AT A TIME OF 
EXTRAORDINARY 
CHANGE WE MUST NOT 
UNDERESTIMATE OUR 
IMPORTANCE





The Great 
Reconnection

More people see 
the importance of 

resilient 
landscapes

Tree Health 1.0 
unlocks political 

momentum

Huge 
partnership - 

including those with 
memberships - 

takes action

Public pressure 
and awareness helps 

to build further 
political support



TREES. 
BY ANY MEANS 
NECESSARY.



Steve Connor 
steve@creativeconcern.com 
www.creativeconcern.com 

www.twitter.com/headstretcher

mailto:steve@creativeconcern.com
http://www.creativeconcern.com
http://www.twitter.com/headstretcher


THANK YOU


